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Believe or NOT? You need to see to believe it.
Does your phone can resist hammer or knife attacks like ours?
With IPG, your device can survive the hammer and knife attacks.
IPG (Invisible Phone Guard) ® puts NASA technology into your hand. IPG is a high-tech special
film put on your devices, basically protects them from being cracked or broken or scratched.
We chop vegetables, break walnut or hit with a hammer on our phones and tablets covered
with IPG. TOTALLY FINE! NO SCRACTCHES, NO BREAKES!
IPG works as advertised!
So be as smart as your phone and prepare for the unexpected with IPG!
Price starting from $12.99
More than a screen protector or a typical phone cover, IPG is the best solution for clear,
protective, full-body films for personal electronics and hand-held devices, available worldwide.
From now on, it is easy to protect the whole surface of a device with an IPG scratch-resistant
film.
IPG Guards’ key features include:
Exceptionally clear and virtually indestructible, IPG is custom-designed for many different
makes and models of the electronics it was made to cover. It comes with a Lifetime
Replacement Guarantee, so if the film does become damaged during normal use, IPG will
replace the guard for the life of the product. Best of all, once it's been affixed, you hardly know
it's there.
IPG’s ultra-thin (0.015 mm) tough film is 50% stronger yet 25% thinner than similar products.
The thinner film allows for better sensitivity for touch screen use. Gamers who use IPG notice a
quicker response time on the finger pad of the screen. IPG covers the whole device: phones,
iPods, e-books, digital cameras, etc. IPG is made from a clear, thermoplastic urethane film, the
toughest of its class. It has the ability to resist the highest level of abrasion, making it the
ultimate protection for gadgets and devices. The film’s “self-healing” technology makes it
immune to scratches, and virtually indestructible. Traditional cases can hide the device
manufacturer’s original sleek designs. The extra bulk of other cases feels awkward and can
prevent a device from connecting to a charging dock properly. With IPG the user gets full

protection, with the world’s most durable transparent film which is originally designed for
NASA and the United States Air Force.
For the latest IPG models and information please visit www.myipg.com
About IPG
IPG is a privately held company, located in NJ, USA. IPG’s innovative products make our lives
easier and care free with the latest gadgets.
You can find videos about IPG at https://vimeo.com/ipg
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